The Humanities Center welcomes Visiting Fellow

Benjamin Kahan

Benjamin Kahan is an Assistant Professor of English and Women’s and Gender Studies at Louisiana State University. He has held postdoctoral fellowships at Washington University in St. Louis, Emory University, the University of Pittsburgh, and the University of Sydney. He is the author of *Celibacies: American Modernism and Sexual Life* (Duke, 2013) and the editor of Heinrich Kaan’s “*Psychopathia Sexualis*” (1844): *A Classic Text in the History of Sexuality* (Cornell, 2016). His second book project is entitled *Sexual Etiologies and the Great Paradigm Shift*.

**Colloquium: "After Sedwick: The Gordian Knot of the Great Paradigm Shift"

Tuesday, October 31, 2017
12:30 - 2:00 pm
602 CL

*with responses from Randall Halle (German) and Julian Gill-Peterson (English)*

**Lecture: "Sex in the Age of Fordism: The Standardization of Sexual Objects"

Tuesday, October 31, 2017
2:30 - 4:00 pm
Scaife Hall, Auditorium 5